Weighted correlation coefficient is one of the methods for intuitionistic fuzzy sets based multi-criteria decision making (IFS-MCDM). It uses a method of entropy to find criteria weights for alternatives. Entropy weight that employed the arithmetic operations of addition and subtraction in IFS memberships is used for establishing the weighted correlation coefficient. However, the entropy obtained from the use of the arithmetic operations may deprive the significance of membership degree, non-membership degree and hesitation degree of IFS. This paper proposes a sine function entropy weight for measuring weighted correlation coefficients of IFS-MCDM. An example is given to illustrate the proposed method. The comparison results are also presented to show the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed sine function entropy weight.
Introduction
Intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) was introduced by Atanassov [1] as the extension and generalization of Zadeh's fuzzy set [2] . The concept of dual memberships in IFS was well-received by many researchers thanks to the unique characteristics of memberships degree, non-membership degree and hesitation degrees. The IFS has successfully used in solving various applications of multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) problems. Past researchers have studied the applications of IFS in a diverse array of MCDM (IFS-MCDM) disciplines such as medical diagnostics [3] , environment performance index [4] , similarity measures [5] , human capital [6] and pattern recognition [7] . In decision making process, sometimes the information about criteria weights is completely unknown due to lack of knowledge or data and limitations of experts in providing information about the problem domain [8] , [9] . To address this issue, Ye [10] proposed an MCDM method based on weighted correlation coefficient using entropy weights. This weighted correlation coefficient measures the strength of correlation between an alternative and the ideal alternative in MCDM problem. Ye [10] used the entropy weight that was defined by Burillo & Bustince [11] based on the knowledge of complementary membership degrees in IFS. The sum of membership degree, non-membership degree and hesitation degree must fulfill the unique maximum membership of 1. It seems that the entropy proposed by Burillo & Bustince [11] used a simple arithmetic operation. The arithmetic operation may deprive the importance of the three membership degrees, particularly in the situation where the degree of hesitation is small. In order to boost the significance of entropy weight in IFS-MCDM and to mine the importance of hesitation degree, a similar function with maximum value of 1 could be proposed. Parkash et al., [12] provide some clues over this matter by introducing weighted measures of fuzzy entropy based on the maximum entropy principle. However, the multiplication of weights to cyclic or trigonometric function in Parkash et al., [12] would exaggerate the contribution of weight to entropy. On the other hand, entropy is basically a measure of weight in perception based on theory of probability. As a result, Ye [10] proposed trigonometric function entropy specifically for IFS based on the fuzzy entropy of Parkash et al., [12] . The emergence of trigonometric or one unit cycle function of IFS entropy and the issue of maximum operations in complementary nature of IFS may shed some light on the improvement of weighted correlation coefficient in IFS-MCDM. Motivated by these works, the present paper proposes the weighted correlation coefficient using a trigonometric function of IFS entropy for solving IFS-MCDM. The proposed weighted correlation coefficient uses the sine function of IFS entropy instead of arithmetic operations of IFS entropy. In short, the objective of this paper is to introduce sine function based entropy weight of IFS in measuring weighted correlation coefficient.
Preliminaries
This section introduces the basic definitions relating to fuzzy set theory, IFS, intuitionistic fuzzy entropy and weighted correlation coefficient.
Out of several higher order fuzzy sets, IFS [1] is a primary extension of the conventional fuzzy sets theory. Both are alleviate some drawbacks of Zadeh's fuzzy set and have been found to be highly useful to deal with vagueness. The IFS allocates both membership and non-membership to each element of the universe.
where
represent respectively the membership degree and non-membership degree of the element x to the set A. For each IFS in X:
for all . X x Then Definition 2: Correlation coefficient of IFS [13] the informational intuitionistic energies of two IFSs A and B are given by ( )
The correlation coefficient between an alternative Ai and the ideal alternative A * with entropy weights for criteria defined as follows:
All the definitions provide the fundamental knowledge for decision making using weighted correlation coefficient.
Weighted Correlation Coefficient with Sine Function Entropy
Ye [10] developed weighted correlation coefficient with the aim to solve a decision problem. The method deals with the incomplete information where the criteria weights are unknown and the memberships of criteria may take in form of intuitionistic fuzzy sets. A new improvement of finding entropy is introduced in the proposed method. The basic entropy based on the definition of complementary in IFS is replaced with entropy based on trigonometric or cyclic function of sine. The maximum value of one in IFS is retained with the introduction of entropy weight sine function. The basic steps of the proposed weighted correlation coefficient are organized as follows.
Step 
C j
Step 2: Find the entropy weight of each criteria,
The trigonometric sine function of IFS entropy is proposed as
Step 3: Find the weight of each criteria,
Since the weight of criteria is completely unknown, the weights of criteria can be obtained using entropy weight computed using Eq. (5).
Step 4: Find the weighted correlation coefficient.
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Definition 3: Weighted correlation coefficient [12] .
The correlation coefficient between an alternative Ai and the ideal alternative A * with entropy weights for criteria is measured using Eq. (4).
Step 5: Rank the alternative ( 1, 2, 3 This paper proposes a modification to entropy weight, specifically in Step 2, without missing the generality of weighted correlation coefficient of Ye [10] .
Illustrative Example
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the weighted correlation coefficient, the authors consider the decision making problem discussed in [14] .
Suppose that there exist three air-conditions systems; A1, A2 and A3 which form the set of all alternatives
Suppose four criteria C1(good quality), C2 (easy to operate), C3(economical) and C4(good service after selling) are taken into account in this problem. Now it is a need to choose an air-condition system which satisfiesC1, C2, C3 and C4. The selection process is executed using the proposed method.
Step 1: Construct a fuzzy decision matrix. Example. An air-condition system selection problem [14] . The result shows that the alternative A1 is consistently selected as an ideal air-condition system albeit different methods used.
Conclusion
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Therefore, the air-condition system 1 A is chosen as an ideal air-condition system which satisfies C1, C2, C3 and C4. Thus, the ranking result is consistent with the result obtained by Liu & Wang [14] . The problem of Liu & Wang [14] was tested using the score function. The same problem was also tested by Wu & Zhang [15] using intuitionistic fuzzy weighted entropy. The results from these two tests were consistent with the result using the proposed method. It is also worth to note here that Ye [10] used the complementary arithmetic operations of IFS in finding entropy weight. The comparative results of the problem with different approaches are shown in Table 1 .
